
More Complex Combinations and Silent E
There is one double syllable word - ‘ today’. Continue as discussed in Story 21.

Punctuation - Explain commas ( , ) and speech marks (" ...").
Explain how ‘I will ’ can be abbreviated to ‘ .. I'll ’.

Explain how ‘Let us’ can be abbreviated to ‘ .. Let's ’.

Phonic Decoding
Explain how ‘lake’, ‘cake’ share a common Sound of ‘..ake ’
Explain how the silent ‘e’ creates the long vowel ‘ a ’ sound.
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Try These New Words

make cake lake Jake
wake bake want

down today
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Today, I want to
make a cake.

A mud cake is the cake
that I want to bake.
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I want to go down to
the lake with Jake.

I'll have to wake up Jake.
"Wake up, Jake! Wake up!"
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Jake is now awake. I said,
"Let's go down to the lake".

"I want to make a
mud cake".
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"Come on, Jake! Let's take
the dog to the lake".

So we all went down to the
lake, and made a mud cake.
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Comprehension

1. What did the child want to make?
2. What type of cake was it to be?
3. Who did she wake up?
4. Where did she want to go?
5. Who else went to the lake with them?

Extra Words

fake rake sake snake
flake stake

Complete the sentences with these words.

cake, wake, make, Jake

I will ____ a mud ____.

I will ____ up ____.
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